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INTRODUCTION
h e Roman Limes with a length of 550 km is the lar-
gest archaeological site of Europe as well as the largest 
monument of the Roman period. In July 2005, it was 
decided that the Limes and its interrelated archaeological 
sites, together with Hadrian’s Wall in England, would be a 
component of a “Trans-National World Heritage” project 
taking the name “Frontiers of the Roman Empire”. Along 
the Limes more than 120 Roman forts, military camps and 
pickets, as well as 900 watchtowers have been discovered. 
Since 1892 the “Reichs-Limes-Kommission” has traced the 
remains of the path, the walls and the buildings associated 
with the Limes. However, in many areas sometimes even 
the exact location of the Limes itself remains unknown. 
More so the inner structures of Roman forts and mili-
tary camps were sometimes diﬃ  cult to ﬁ nd, in particular 
with regard to barracks, palisades or other wooden struc-
tures. h e application of aerial archaeology, airborne laser 
scanning (ALS), high deﬁ nition magnetic and resistivity 
prospecting gives a broad picture of the current state of 
preservation of these sites.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
In 1892 the “Reichs-Limes-Kommision” started its 
work with a survey and trench excavation of buildings 
and structures associated with the Upper German-Raetian 
Limes. Nearly all known Roman forts were partly excava-
ted with archaeologists tracing mainly stone foundations. 
Excavation techniques at the time were not sophisticated 
enough to ﬁ nd and to recognize the remnants of woo-
den structures inside the Roman forts. h erefore, almost 
nothing is known of the ground plan of the soldiers’ bar-
racks that were made mainly of wood. Moreover, many 
forts also remained undiscovered. h e establishment of the 
aerial archaeological prospecting section of the Bavarian 
State Department of Monuments and Sites in the 1970s 
was a big step in completing the mapping of the Limes. 
Air photography was limited, however, to sites in the open 
landscape. Airborne laser scanning now complements the 
prospection, enabling unknown traces even under forest 
cover to be recognized and recorded.
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MAGNETOMETRY OF THE LIMES, 
ROMAN FORTS AND ASSOCIATED STRUCTURES
Although numerous Roman forts are already overbuilt by 
modern villages and are partly destroyed, there are 15 forts 
still open to geophysical prospection. Magnetometry is the 
most successful and cost-eﬀ ective geophysical method for a 
detailed mapping of such large areas in reasonable time. In 
order to reach the highest possible sensitivity combined with 
the maximum speed of prospection we chose the Scintrex 
Smartmag SM 4G-Special caesium magnetometer in the 
so called duo-sensor conﬁ guration. Diurnal variations are 
reduced to the mean value of all data from the 40 x 40 m 
grid (Becker, 1999). 
h e results show that magnetic prospecting delivers not 
only information about wooden and stone structures, but 
it can result in detailed maps of these large archaeological 
sites (Fig. 1). It is possible not only to trace and recognize 
the type, but also the degree and nature of the utilisation. 
For example, the results can be used to solve the question of 
whether the barracks were used by foot soldiers or by cavalry 
as well; moreover, it allows the calculation of the force level 
of the combat units. h ese higher-than-average good results 
of magnetic prospecting are also due to the fact that almost 
all military camps of this period were destroyed by violence 
and conﬂ agrations. In conjunction with the low magnetic 
signal of the limestone geological bedding, this explains the 
high contrast and the resulting clear magnetic image with 
dynamics of ± 20,0 nT. 
For the interpretation we combined the early ﬁ ndings and 
the old excavation maps published by the “Reichs-Limes-
Kommission” (Fabricius et al., 1884-1937) with our prospec-
tion results. In this way it was not only possible to complete 
the old ground-maps, but to give an overall archaeological 
interpretation of the site (see Fig. 2). Furthermore, we have 
also obtained detailed information about the actual situation 
and the preservation of the archaeological remains under-
ground (Fassbinder, 2008).
AIRBORNE LASER SCANNING
From 2006 to 2008 the entire Bavarian part of the Upper 
German-Raetian Limes was covered by an airborne laser 
scan. h e raw data of the digital terrain model (DTM) cove-
red a strip of a few dozen 100 meters along the limes. Data 
processing under diﬀ erent aspects permitted the discovery 
of several previously unknown watchtowers (Fig. 3) and 
the ﬁ nding of interrelated stone quarries (Kerscher, 2008). 
Further processing will allow a rough estimate of the height 
of the wall. 
CONCLUSION
h e Roman Limes and all associated structures were 
declared a UNESCO World Heritage site in 2005 making 
archaeological excavation no longer a suitable tool for fur-
ther research on these archaeological sites and monuments. 
Figure 1: Theilenhofen. 
Magnetogram of the 
Roman fort. h e ground 
plan of a typical Roman 
fort constructed on stone 
foundations (right side) as 
well as an older fort consis-
ting simply of wooden bar-
racks later overbuilt by a 
civil settlement (left side). 
Dynamics +/-20 Nanotesla, 
in 256 greyscales, grid size 
40 x 40 meters, sampling 
rate interpolated to 25 x 
25 cm.
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Geophysical prospecting, aerial archaeology and airborne 
laser scanning methods have become the sole and occasion-
ally excellent non-destructive medium to recover, under-
stand and continue archaeological research on these sites.
Figure 2: Theilenhofen. 
Archaeological map based 
on the interpretation of 
magnetometer data com-
bined with findings of 
archaeological excavations 
published by the Reichs-
Limes-Kommission.
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